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19 Abstract

20 Stimuli-responsive polymers are capable of changing their physico-chemical 

21 properties in a dynamic way, to respond to variations on the surrounding environment. 

22 These materials have gained increasingly importance for different areas, such as drug 

23 delivery, biosensors, microelectronic systems and also for the design and modification of 

24 biomaterials to apply on tissue engineering field. In the last years, different strategies have 
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25 been envisaged for the development of stimuli-responsive biomaterials. Layer-by-layer 

26 (LbL) is a promising and versatile technique to modify biomaterials’ surfaces, and has 

27 allowed tailoring interactions with cells. In this study, LbL is used to construct biomimetic 

28 stimuli-responsive coatings using elastin-like recombinamers (ELRs). The recombinant 

29 nature of ELRs provides the ability to introduce specific bioactive sequences and to tune 

30 their physicochemical properties, making them attractive for biomedical and biological 

31 applications. By using complementary clickable ELRs, we were able to construct 

32 multilayer coatings stabilized by covalent bonds, resulting from the Huisgen 1,3-dipolar 

33 cycloaddition of azides and alkynes. Herein, we exploited the switchable properties of the 

34 ELRs-based coatings which are dependent on lower critical solution temperature (LCST) 

35 transition. Above LCST, the polymers collapsed and nanostructured precipitates were 

36 observed on the surface´s morphology, increasing the water contact angle. Also, the 

37 influence of pH on prompting reversible responses on coatings was evaluated. Finally, in 

38 vitro cell studies using a C2C12 myoblastic cell line were performed to perceive the 

39 importance of having bioactive domains within these coatings. The effect of RGD 

40 incorporation is clearly noted not only in terms of adhesion and proliferation but also in 

41 terms of myoblast differentiation.

42

43 1. Introduction

44 Scientists have been increasingly applying efforts to imitate materials, systems or 

45 elements present in Nature, in the pursue of solutions for some healthcare concerns. 

46 Particular focus has been given to bioinspired systems; for instance, a basic process of 

47 living systems is the ability to respond or adapt to different stimuli [1, 2]. In these 

48 adaptation processes, different length scales can be considered; from molecular 

49 interactions triggering a cascade of cellular events like cell signaling, endocytosis and 
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50 exocytosis, to macroscopic interactions with external stimuli like temperature, prompting 

51 cascades of nervous signals transmitted to the brain and causing a physiological response 

52 [3].

53 Therefore, developing polymeric materials capable of responding to environmental 

54 changes represents a challenge with high impact. Different stimuli, such as temperature, 

55 pH, chemical composition, mechanical forces or even light or magnetic abilities, can 

56 trigger morphological, chemical and physical changes on polymeric materials, [3-5]. A 

57 diversity of architectures, from 2-dimensional to 3-dimensional, has been suggested to 

58 develop stimuli-responsive systems. Examples include thin films [6, 7], membranes [8, 

59 9], nanoparticles [10, 11], gels or even capsules [10].A wide-range of techniques has been 

60 employed to produce such kind of architectures, and LbL appeared as one of the strongest 

61 candidates to fabricate structures with distinct geometries [12]. It is an inexpensive and 

62 versatile tool for biomaterials surface modification and has allowed tailoring cell-material 

63 interactions [13-15]. Intermolecular interactions are in the base of LbL methodology, with 

64 electrostatic forces assuming a major role [16]; typical LbL is mainly based on the 

65 deposition of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes. However, also non-electrostatic forces 

66 can be involved [17]; van der Waals, hydrogen, coordination and covalent bonds are some 

67 of them. In recent years, significant increase of stability has been reported when 

68 considering covalent bonds as the major player on the LbL construction [18, 19]. For 

69 instance, Seo J. et al. [20] developed multifunctional polymer multilayer thin films with 

70 good physicochemical stability using the LbL deposition based on covalent bonds 

71 between activated esters and amine groups. Other strategies based on covalent 

72 interactions have been suggested. Click chemistry based LbL was reported to produce 

73 ultrathin films on silica particles, developing pH-responsive click capsules [21]. Herein, 
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74 we take advantage of a catalyst-free click technology, in which specific interactions are a 

75 result from Huisgen 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of azides and alkynes [22, 23]. 

76 Nowadays, polymeric materials have been the most studied class to produce LbL 

77 nanostructured assemblies, either being of synthetic or natural origin [12]. 

78 Polysaccharides [24, 25], proteins [26-28] and even DNA [29] have been explored. Using 

79 LbL methodology, Costa R. et al. [26] produced responsive thin multilayer coatings based 

80 on electrostatic interactions assembly of chitosan and elastin-like recombinamers (ELRs). 

81 Recombinant elastin has been reported as biocompatible, with mechanical properties 

82 comparable to those of native human elastin and with a thermosensitive behavior 

83 dependent of their lower critical solution temperature (LCST) [26, 30, 31]. 

84 In this study, we propose the production of stable thin coatings to be used in 

85 biomedicine, combining ELRs with LbL technology and click chemistry. Taking 

86 advantage of recombinant technologies, different ELRs were synthetized. This 

87 technology allows to introduce specific bioactive moieties and tailor physicochemical and 

88 bioactive properties of the polymers, making them attractive for biomedical and tissue 

89 engineering proposes. Therefore, we investigate the responsive abilities of these coatings 

90 and the influence of having the arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD) motif on the 

91 chemical structure of the coatings. The presence of RGD tripeptide has gained particular 

92 interesting due to its well-known support to cellular adhesion [26, 32, 33]. 

93 We hypothesize that the presence of RGD motifs on the surface of the films can be 

94 of extreme relevance to apply those kind of films towards tissue engineering strategies or 

95 in the design of new microenvironments for cell culture.

96

97 2. Experimental section

98 2.1. Materials
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99 The bioproduction, purification and chemical modification of the different clickable 

100 ELRs (cyclooctyne- and azide-modified ELRs) can be found elsewhere [34]. Low glucose 

101 Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) without phenol red and sodium 

102 bicarbonate and DMEM with phenol red were purchased as powder from Sigma-Aldrich, 

103 as well as the sodium bicarbonate, sodium acetate trihydrate, PBS tablets, 4′,6-Diamidine-

104 2′-phenylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI), Phalloidin–Tetramethylrhodamine B 

105 isothiocyanate, Triton x100 and bovine serum albumin (BSA). Sodium hydroxide 

106 (NaOH) was purchased from Fisher Scientific and glacial acetic acid from VWR. The 

107 glass coverslips (13 mm diameter) were provided by Agar Scientific (UK). Fetal bovine 

108 serum (FBS), penicillin-streptomycin, Alexa Fluor 488, and DPBS (PBS without calcium 

109 and magnesium) were supplied by Life Technologies. CellTiter 96® Aqueous One 

110 Solution was purchased from Promega, horse serum (New Zealand origin) from 

111 Invitrogen and skeletal muscle troponin T antibody from Acris Antibodies. 

112 2.2. Bioproduction of the ELRs

113 Genetic engineering techniques were used to synthetize the ELRs of interest, 

114 following a procedure already described elsewhere [34]. The obtained ELRs were 

115 purified, dialyzed and then lyophilized. In the end, two ELRs were used: the ELR 

116 HRGD6, which contains the adhesion sequence RGD and the ELR VKVx24, which 

117 contains a similar structure to the first one but without the bioactive sequence. To allow 

118 the click chemistry reaction, reactive groups were required; for that, the bioproduced 

119 ELRs were chemically modified at their lysine amino acids by transformation of the ε-

120 amine group present in the lateral chain of the lysine residue. This process was achieved 

121 with a relatively mild and easy-to-perform reactions. A diazo transfer reaction to amines 

122 was performed on the two different ELRs, in order to introduce azides directly at the 

123 lysine positions of proteins, following a methodology described before [34]. The resulting 
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124 azide conversion was in the order of 70-90% of substitution and the two working ELRs 

125 were, thus, chemically modified: VKV-N3 and RGD-N3. Also alkyne cyclooctyne groups 

126 were introduced at the lysine positions of proteins with a substitution degree in the order 

127 of 60%, following a procedure already described [34]. From cyclooctyne modification 

128 we obtained the clickable ELRs: VKV-cyclo. 

129 2.3. Size distribution and Zeta potential measurement of the polymeric solutions

130 The modified ELRs solutions were prepared in serum-free DMEM without phenol 

131 red at 0.5 mg.ml-1. After that, the solutions were maintained overnight at different 

132 temperatures: 4°C, room temperature (RT, 20°C) and 37°C. The single size distribution 

133 of the prepared solutions was then measured through dynamic light scattering (DLS), 

134 using a Nano-ZS equipment from Malvern (United Kingdom). The measurements were 

135 made in the equipment at 4°C, RT and 37°C, accordingly to the different overnight 

136 incubations. 

137 ELR solutions were prepared at same concentrations, and their pH was adjusted to 

138 6.5, 7.0 or 7.5 using NaOH 1 M and acetic acid 1% (v/v). The zeta (ζ)-potential of the 

139 different solutions were also determined using a Nano-ZS equipment from Malvern. 

140 2.4. Build-up kinetics construction

141 A quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring system (QCM-D, Q-

142 Sense, Sweden) was used to follow up the absorption of the ELRs above crystal gold-

143 coated crystals. ELRs solutions were prepared at concentrations of 0.5 mg.ml-1 in serum-

144 free DMEM without phenol red, pH of 7. This water-based solvent was used as washing 

145 solution. The multilayer construction of combinations of (i) VKV-cyclo with RGD-N3 

146 and (ii) VKV-cyclo with VKV-N3 was investigated for the deposition of 4 bilayers. Each 

147 polymer solution was pumped during 20 minutes with washing steps between each layer 

148 (15 minutes). The working temperature was defined as RT and the flow rate as 50 µl.min-
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149 1. The thickness of the multilayer films was estimated based on the Voigt model [35], 

150 using the Q-tools software (Q-Sense, Sweden).

151 2.5. Assembly of ELRs clickable multilayers

152 Glass coverslips were cleaned with 5 minute cycles of acetone, ethanol and 

153 isopropanol (all from Sigma-Aldrich) in a ultrasonication bath and activated using an UV-

154 Ozone Cleaner (ProCleaner 220, Bioforce Nanoscience) during 10 minutes. The polymer 

155 solutions were prepared at concentrations of 0.5 mg.ml-1 in serum-free DMEM without 

156 phenol red and sodium bicarbonate, pH of 7. Different formulations were produced; the 

157 combination of VKV-cyclo with RGD-N3 and VKV-cyclo with VKV-N3. For both, we 

158 started adsorbing the cyclooctyne-modified ELR during 20 minutes, followed by a 

159 washing step with serum-free DMEM. Then the click reaction was completed introducing 

160 the azide-modified polymers, through the immersion of the surfaces in the RGD-N3 or 

161 VKV-N3, again during 20 minutes and then a quick washing step. The process was 

162 repeated four times, at RT, in order to form a 4 bilayer elastin-based film. Note that, in 

163 between each incubation time, the solutions were maintained at 4°C. In the end, two click 

164 assembled multilayer coatings were obtained: i) ((VKV- cyclo/RGD- N3)4 and ii) (VKV-

165 cyclo/VKV- N3)4.

166 2.5.1. Fluorescence microscopy

167 Fluorescence microscopy was used to investigate the effectiveness of the coating 

168 process. The addition of fluorescent probes to ELRs was described elsewhere [34]. 

169 Acetylene Fluor 488 was added to azide modified ELRs, providing them with 

170 fluorescence. Labelled ELRs were used to construct the ELR-based multilayers at RT, 

171 instead of using the non-fluorescent forms. After 4 bilayers, the (VKV- cyclo/RGD- N3)4 

172 and (VKV-cyclo/VKV- N3)4 films were dried at RT, protected from light and visualized 
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173 under transmitted and reflected light microscope with apotome 2 (Axio Imager Z1m, 

174 Zeiss, Germany). 

175 2.5.2. AFM

176 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to investigate the topography of the 

177 multilayer-coated surfaces. These studies were performed using AFM equipment 

178 (Dimension Icon, Bruker, USA) operated in a tapping mode at a frequency of 1 Hz. The 

179 samples were immersed in PBS during 30 minutes and their topography was evaluated at 

180 RT, with an analyzed area of 5 x 5 µm2. Coatings performed with 1 bilayer and 4 bilayers 

181 of (VKV- cyclo/RGD- N3) and (VKV-cyclo/VKV- N3) coatings were imaged. Values of 

182 arithmetic averaged roughness (Ra) surface were determined analyzing 5 samples of each 

183 condition. 

184 2.6. Stimuli-responsive properties investigation

185 2.6.1. SEM

186 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to investigate the morphology of 

187 the resulting multilayer-coated surfaces. Surface micrographs were obtained using a high-

188 resolution field emission SEM with focused ion beam (Auriga Compact, Zeiss, 

189 Germany). (VKV-cyclo/RGD-N3)4 and (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 coatings, produced at 

190 RT, were observed after overnight incubations at different temperatures: 4°C, RT and 

191 37°C. Prior to observation the samples were dried and coated with platinum using a 

192 sputter coater (EM ACE 600, Leica, Austria). 

193 2.6.2. WCA

194 The water contact angle (WCA) of the elastin-coated surfaces was investigated to 

195 study the influence of the temperature and the pH on their wettability. The WCA values 

196 were measured using a OCA20 system (DataPhysics, Germany). WCA of cleaned glass 

197 coverslips, (VKV-cyclo/RGD-N3)4 and (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 coatings, obtained at RT, 
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198 were investigated firstly at RT and then for repeating cycles of temperatures of 37°C and 

199 4°C. This was possible using a liquid temperature control unit (TFC 100, DataPhysics, 

200 Germany), which could be coupled with OCA20 system and linked to a temperature-

201 controlled bath system. This system allowed a protective atmosphere to surround the 

202 sample working area, maintaining temperature and humidity homogeneously distributed 

203 over working area. The cycle temperatures were continuously repeated 10 times in order 

204 to evaluate the reversibility of the temperature responsiveness of elastin-coated surfaces. 

205 The pH responsiveness of the surfaces was also investigated. WCA measurements 

206 were made after sample immersion at working pH 7. Then, the elastin-based surfaces were 

207 submitted to sequential immersions on different pH solutions, wherein after each 60-

208 minute immersion the samples were withdraw and the WCA measured. Basically, acid and 

209 alkaline sodium acetate solutions were prepared at a 150mM concentration; the samples 

210 were sequentially and continuously immersed in solutions with pH values of 4, 10, 3, 11, 

211 2 and 12. 

212 2.6.3. Cascade of pH effect after film construction

213 QCM-D analysis was performed to investigate the influence in situ of acidic and 

214 alkaline cascades after the film construction. The procedure described for the build-up 

215 kinetics construction was repeated. After the film build-up, the elastin multilayers were 

216 flushed with acidic or alkaline sodium acetate solutions, where the pH was adjusted using 

217 appropriated volumes of NaOH (0.5M) and acetic acid (2%(v/v)). These solutions were 

218 injected into the system for 30 minutes, followed by a short injection with a sodium 

219 acetate solution at pH 7 to evaluate the reversibility of the process. The influence of the 

220 pH on the elastin multilayers was evaluated by varying the pH in a cyclic way in an acidic 

221 range (pH 4, pH 3 and pH 2) and, also, in an alkaline range (pH 10, pH 11 and pH 12). 

222 The respective frequency and dissipation changes were recorded in real time. 
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223 2.7. Cellular in vitro studies

224 Cell studies were performed onto elastin-coated surfaces (surface area around 133 

225 mm2) using C2C12 myoblast cell line (ATCC, CRL-1772). Tissue culture polystyrene 

226 surfaces (TCPS) were used as positive control and clean and activated glass coverslips as 

227 reference control. The cells were cultured at passages 5, 6 and 7 on 150 cm3 flasks and 

228 maintained in culture with DMEM with phenol red supplemented with 10% fetal bovine 

229 serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin, until achieving 65/70% confluence. Then, 

230 the cells were enzymatically detached from the flasks using TrypleExpress (Life 

231 Technologies ™) and seeded on the surfaces at a density of 2.0 x 104 cells per sample, by 

232 dropping 200 µl of the cell suspension right above the samples. The samples were 

233 incubated at 37°C and 5% CO2. After 3 hours, 1 ml of culture medium was added to each 

234 sample. The cells coated on the samples were analyzed at different time points, using the 

235 methodologies described below.

236 2.7.1. Cellular metabolic activity

237 C2C12 were seeded on 13 mm diameter circular glass coverslips uncoated and 

238 coated with modified ELRs and incubated for 1, 2 and 5 days. The respective metabolic 

239 activity was evaluated using MTS (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-

240 carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium) reagent (Promega), 

241 according with the manufacturer’s instructions. The cells adhered to the elastin-based 

242 coatings were washed with sterile DPBS and incubated with 500 µl of a 4:1 mixture of 

243 serum-free DMEM and MTS reagent. The samples were incubated at 37°C and 5% CO2 

244 during 3 hours and, after this time, the absorbance was read at 490 nm using a microplate 

245 reader (Synergy HT, BioTek). The blank values of absorbance for the materials incubated 

246 without cells were subtracted to the absorbance values when in presence of the cells. 

247 2.7.2. Cellular proliferation 
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248 Cell proliferation assay was performed using a double stranded DNA (dsDNA) 

249 quantification kit (Picogreen®, Invitrogen). C2C12 cells seeded above the elastin-coated 

250 surfaces and incubated for 1, 2 and 5 days of culture were washed twice with DPBS and 

251 transferred into Eppendorf tubes containing 1 ml of ultra-pure water. The samples were 

252 left to incubate for 1 h at 37ºC and 5% CO2 humidified atmosphere and then frozen at -

253 80ºC until analysis. For the DNA quantification, the samples were thawed and sonicated 

254 for 20 min. The DNA standards were prepared at concentrations 0 l.ml-1, 0.2 l.ml-1, 0.5 

255 l.ml-1, 1 l.ml-1 and 1.5 l.ml-1. The reacting reagent, TE buffer and the samples were 

256 added in triplicate to a 96-well opaque plate (Falcon). The fluorescence was measured 

257 using a microplate reader, with an excitation wavelength of 480 nm and an emission 

258 wavelength of 528 nm. For each sample, the DNA concentration was calculated using a 

259 standard curve that relates DNA concentration with fluorescence intensity.

260 2.7.3. Cellular Morphology

261 At 1, 2 and 5 days of cell culture, C2C12 cells seeded on the elastin-coated and TCPS 

262 were washed with DPBS and then fixed with formalin 10% ((v/v) in DPBS) during 30 

263 minutes at 4°C. The fixed samples were then stained with rhodamine phalloidin (1:200 in 

264 DPBS) for cellular F-actin, and DAPI (1:1000 in DPBS) for cell nuclei. A transmitted 

265 and reflected light microscope with apotome 2 (Axio Imager Z1m, Zeiss, Germany) was 

266 used to image the stained cells. 

267 2.7.4. Myogenic Differentiation

268 To evaluate the potential of the developed coatings to allow myogenic 

269 differentiation, C2C12 cells were seeded at 1.5 x 104 cells per sample on the ELR-coated 

270 and uncoated glass coverslips, following the same procedure described before. The cells 

271 were maintained at 37°C and 5% CO2 in DMEM culture medium. When 90% of 

272 confluence was achieved, the culture medium was exchanged by differentiation medium, 
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273 composed of DMEM supplemented with 2% of horse serum and 1% of 

274 antibiotics/antimicotics, to induce cell differentiation. After one week, the cells were 

275 stained by an immunocytochemistry protocol to identify troponin T-positive cells. After 

276 fixing the cells with formalin 10% (v/v), the samples were washed and permeabilized 

277 with 1% Triton x100 ((v/v) in DPBS) and blocked with 0.1% of BSA. After washing with 

278 DPBS, the samples were incubated overnight at 4 °C with the mouse troponin T antibody 

279 (1:100 in DPBS) and after this time the samples were washed and incubated with the 

280 secondary antibody anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488 (1:800 in DPBS) during 1 hour at RT. 

281 Then the cells were incubated with DAPI (1:1000 in DPBS) to counterstain the nuclei. 

282 The samples were then extensively washed with DPBS to remove the excess of 

283 fluorescence probes. A transmitted and reflected light microscope with apotome 2 was 

284 used to image the stained cells. 

285 2.7.5. Morphometric parameters

286 Different morphometric parameters can be determined from the 

287 immunofluorescence images; fusion index and average number of troponin T-positive 

288 myotubes per area were determined using ImageJ (National Institute of Health, USA) 

289 tools. A cell containing 3 or more nuclei was considered a myotube. The fusion index 

290 was calculated, as the ratio of the nuclei number within the troponin T-positive myotubes 

291 versus the total number of nuclei in the same area. Also, the average of myotubes area, 

292 perimeter, length and elongation factor were determined using ImageJ tools. The 

293 elongation factor describes to what extent the equimomental ellipse is lengthened or 

294 stretched out [36].

295 2.8. Statistical analysis

296 Unless referred, all quantitative results were obtained in triplicated and considered 

297 as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Statistical analysis was done with the help of 
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298 GraphPad 6.0 software, using the one –way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with 

299 Bonferroni post-test multiple comparison; differences were considered statistically 

300 significant with a p value less than 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001.

301

302 3. Results and Discussion

303 3.1. Size distribution and zeta potential measurements

304 ELRs have been explored for biomedical applications [37-39] due, not only to the 

305 ability of tailoring amino acid contents, mechanical stiffness and degradation ratio, but 

306 also its thermoresponsive properties. The proposed ELRs were obtained using genetic 

307 engineering in E. choli; whose bioproduction, purification and modification are well 

308 established [40]; the proton nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), the Fourier transform 

309 infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and the differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) spectra 

310 were collected for each modified ELR (VKV-cyclo, RGD-N3 and VKV-N3) [34]. For the 

311 present investigation, DCS results had particular interest since these materials could 

312 present different behaviors below and above LCST This important parameter was already 

313 investigated for these modified ELRs, using water as solvent [34]. The cyclooctyne 

314 modified VKV (VKV-cyclo) presented LCST around 15°C; the azide modified RGD 

315 (RGD-N3) and VKV (VKV-N3) showed LCST around 21°C and 24°C, respectively [34]. 

316 Besides we used a water-based solvent, DMEM is composed of salts, which can slightly 

317 change the LCST values. Nonetheless we used these values as reference. Size and zeta 

318 potential measurements were carried out to perceive if some changes in ELR aggregates 

319 size or net charge happen with temperature or pH variation.

320 Size measurements of the structures in solution were carried out for each ELR – see 

321 Figure 1A. These measurements were made at 4°C, which is far below the reported LCST, 

322 RT, which is close to LCST, and 37°C, which is far above LCST. At 4°C, moderate 
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323 polydispersity was found for VKV-cyclo (Pdi=0.5±0.05), RGD-N3 (Pdi=0.5±0.06) and 

324 VKV-N3 (Pdi=0.6±0.15). The size distribution of VKV-cyclo was about 128 ± 59.6 nm; 

325 similar size distributions were obtained for RGD-N3 and VKV-N3 (150 ± 80.1 nm and 

326 208 ± 15.9 nm, respectively). At RT, ELRs polydispersion slightly increased 

327 (Pdi=0.6±0.18 for VKV-cyclo). The single size distribution of the different ELRs also 

328 increased; the single size distribution for VKV-cyclo was about 320±125.6 nm while for 

329 azide-modified ELRs was about 425±82.8 nm for RGD-N3 and 258±45.4 nm for VKV-

330 N3. At 37°C, we observed a significant increase on the size distribution of the different 

331 ELRs, with heterogeneous diameters found (Pdi=0.5±0.04 for VKV-cyclo). VKV-cyclo 

332 presents a single size distribution of 938±61.8 nm and a little bit lower values were 

333 obtained for azide-modified ELRs (671±144.4 nm for RGD-N3 and 610±40.6 nm for 

334 VKV-N3). The obtained results are consistent with the solubility in water-based solvents 

335 of the ELRs below LCST and their precipitation above the LCST. As described above, 

336 modified ELRs have a LCST close to RT. We believe that at RT occurs the transition 

337 phenomenon and the polymers start to collapse. Even so, and as we were working in the 

338 transition temperature range, the phase separation was not clearly visible yet and there 

339 was no significant differences on the size distribution results when compared with the 

340 ones obtained at 4°C. Below LCST, at 4 °C, the ELRs solutions are hydrated and 

341 dispersed in the solvent, mainly in a linear form, while above LCST (37 °C) the polymer 

342 solutions started to precipitate in a folded globular organization with higher diameters 

343 [34, 41]. 

344 In order to perceive the best pH to construct the clickable elastin-based coatings, 

345 the ζ-potentials of the different ELRs in solution were determined for different pH values, 

346 at RT - see Figure 1B. For RGD-N3 and VKV-N3 solutions, the decrease of pH implied 

347 the protonation of the solution. Besides the nature of ELRs being essentially hydrophobic, 
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348 the proposed ELRs were designed to contain lysine residues, which have positively 

349 charged amine groups [26, 42]. At pH below 7.0, the RGD-N3 solution presented a ζ-

350 potential of 3.1±0.23 mV, being protonated and, naturally, positively charged. At higher 

351 pH values, the amine groups started to deprotonate and the ζ-potential decreased to -

352 2.0±0.15 mv. When pH was equal to 7.0, RGD-N3 solution charge was closer to 0 (ζ-

353 potential= 0.7±0.13 mv). The ζ-potential of VKV-N3 solutions presented similar behavior 

354 to RGD-N3 solutions, at the different pH. Although the solutions were differently charged 

355 at pH 6.5 and 7.5, the differences between the respective ζ-potentials were not significant. 

356 Overall, at pH 7.0 the ζ-potentials of the different azide solutions were closer to 0 and we 

357 hypothesize that the different ELRs were almost discharged. For this reason, we decided 

358 to construct the coatings at pH 7.0 to minimize the effect of electrostatic interactions on 

359 the construction of the LbL-based coatings.

360 3.2. Build-up kinetics construction

361 After optimizing the working pH and temperature, the build-up of the elastin-based 

362 multilayers was assessed using QCM-D monitoring. Figure 2A and 2B represents the 

363 frequency (Δfn) and dissipation (ΔDn) variations at third overtone (n=3) above a gold 

364 crystal, when flushed by the different ELRs solutions. These variations were monitored 

365 accordingly to the time of depositions. Two constructions were evaluated: the one 

366 containing the VKV-cyclo and the RGD-N3 (see Figure 2A) and the other one containing 

367 the VKV-cyclo and the VKV-N3 (see Figure 2B). The first six minutes correspond to the 

368 establishment of the baseline. In both graphs, the next 20 minutes show the deposition of 

369 the VKV-cyclo and the subsequent washing until removing the excess of polymer, which 

370 was not adsorbed at the surface. The following 20 minutes correspond to the RGD-N3 or 

371 the VKV-N3 adsorptions. For both cases, Δf3 decreased with time; this observation can 

372 be related with the time of deposition/adsorption of the polymers above the surface of the 
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373 gold crystal. On the other hand, ΔD3 increased with time indicating that elastin-based 

374 films did not present a rigid behavior and started to dissipate energy. In fact, this non-

375 rigid/viscoelastic behavior is common for macromolecular systems [43]. The subsequent 

376 steps show the same trend: the ELRs deposition was strong for the first layers but it 

377 decreased for the next ones. Within the multilayers construction, Δf3 resultant of washing 

378 steps became smaller, showing that ELRs were strongly linked and formed a stable 

379 coating for the LbL build-up. As already referred above, at pH 7.0 both azide ELRs 

380 showed close to neutral zeta potential, and we hypothesize that there is no surface charge 

381 overcompensation by the formation of polycation–polyanion pairs. Therefore, we can 

382 consider the covalent bonding resulting from the click reaction (azide-alkyne 

383 cycloaddition) as the main force involved in the LbL construction. Four bilayers were 

384 constructed, with good indications of the effectiveness of the click chemistry reaction. A 

385 chemical scheme of this reaction is presented in Figure 2C, where alkyne group links to 

386 azide group by means of a cycloaddition reaction, being the basis of the ELR-based film 

387 build-up. The first layer of VKV-cyclo was adsorbed to the substrates, allowing the 

388 further construction of the remaining layers through covalent linkage between 

389 cyclooctyne and azide groups, under mild aqueous conditions. Caruso’s research group 

390 [44] used cycloaddition chemistry to build-up LbL multilayer systems by dipping 

391 different inert substrates into poly(acrylic acid) copolymerized with azide or alkyne 

392 groups. They further took advantage of this technology to fabricate pH responsive 

393 capsules that can serve as a versatile platform for further functionalization [21]. Other 

394 advantages were reported using such technology: producing high stable films, with no 

395 need of post cross-linking processes and with the possibility of incorporation of a wide 

396 range of functionalized materials [19, 45].
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397 Other information could be attained from the QCM-D data. The estimated thickness 

398 of the elastin-based coatings was calculated based on the Voigt Model, using an 

399 appropriated software. The estimated thickness after each deposition was plotted over the 

400 number of layers. For both constructions (VKV-cyclo/RDG-N3)n and (VKV-cyclo/VKV-

401 N3)n (where n represents the number of bilayers), the film growth showed a non-linear 

402 behavior - see Figure 2D and 2E, respectively. We used a non-linear regression to 

403 generate a mathematical model which fits both (VKV-cyclo/RDG- N3)n and (VKV-

404 cyclo/VKV- N3)n thickness growth. After 4 bilayers, the (VKV-cyclo/RDG-N3)4 has an 

405 estimated thickness of 598±8.5 nm, while the [VKV-cyclo/VKV- N3]4 presented an 

406 estimated thickness of 586±91.2 nm. Taken a hyperbolic model as base, we hypothesize 

407 that after reaching the double of bilayers (16 layers), (VKV-cyclo/RDG- N3)4 will present 

408 an estimated thickness around 739 nm while (VKV-cyclo/VKV- N3)4 will exhibit an 

409 estimated thickness of approximately 636 nm. Interestingly, after 16 bilayers we will 

410 observe a decrease of the rate of the thickness growth. Therefore, we assume that after a 

411 certain number of layers the film growth achieved a plateau. Comparing the proposed 

412 modified ELR-based films with other ELR-based systems already reported in literature 

413 based on electrostatic interactions [26], we believe that covalent interactions allow the 

414 deposition of higher amounts of polymer and, thus, the construction of thicker films with 

415 less number of bilayers. Moreover, comparing our clickable based multilayer system with 

416 other covalent-driven systems [21, 46] we are able to produce thicker films, which means 

417 that we can control more precisely the final thickness of the system.

418 3.3. Elastin-based films production and characterization

419 The same procedure as the one described for QCM-D build-up was implemented 

420 over cleaned and activated glass coverslips, at RT. The solutions were maintained at 4°C, 
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421 until use, as well as during the incubation steps, to avoid the collapse process of ELRs in 

422 solution

423 The fluorescence images of the 4 bilayers coatings are presented in Figure 3A. 

424 Following the intensity of the fluorescence of Acetylene Fluor 488 (absorption at 501 nm 

425 and emission at 525 nm), it could be observed quite uniform distribution of the intensity 

426 on (VKV-cyclo/RGD-N3)4 films, in red, and (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 films, in blue. The 

427 surfaces of the glass coverslips were visibly covered by a thin film. This observation was 

428 shared for both (VKV-cyclo/RDG-N3)4 and (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 coatings. This result 

429 is in accordance with the observations retained from QCM-D monitoring, where 4 bilayer 

430 systems were constructed with success.

431 Additionally, the topography of 1 bilayer and 4 bilayers of (VKV-cyclo/RDG-N3) 

432 and (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3) systems processed and maintained at RT were evaluated 

433 under AFM observation- see Figure 3B. As we worked at a temperature close to LCST 

434 nano-sized polymer agglomerates can be clearly observed on the surface of the coatings, 

435 resulting from the collapse of adjacent ELRs chains. For both 1 bilayer systems, a high 

436 density of irregularities was perceived and the films presented higher values of roughness 

437 (Ra=22±5.0 nm for (VKV-cyclo/RDG-N3) and Ra=22±9.8 nm for (VKV-cyclo/VKV-

438 N3)) when compared with other related reported systems [44, 47, 48]. No significant 

439 differences were detected between the roughness of (VKV-cyclo/RDG-N3)4 and (VKV-

440 cyclo/VKV-N3)4 films. Moreover, the roughness significantly increased with the 

441 increasing number of bilayers with Ra=72±55.5 nm for (VKV-cyclo/RDG-N3)4, which 

442 could be a result of an increasing of mass adsorbed on the surface of the glass coverslips. 

443 This observation was already reported in literature for other LbL systems [49, 50]. 

444 Nonetheless, this increase of roughness was smaller for (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4, with 

445 Ra=25.4±14.0 nm. QCM-D results are in accordance with AFM observation since rough 
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446 surfaces induce larger hydrodynamic thicknesses [49], as the ones estimated based on the 

447 Voigt Model.

448 3.4. Stimuli-responsiveness properties

449 We investigated the ability of the (VKV-cyclo/RDG-N3)4 and (VKV-cyclo/VKV-

450 N3)4 coatings to respond to changes in the medium such as pH and temperature, which 

451 are parameters that influence the adsorption of proteins at solid/liquid interface [51], 

452 among other physicochemical processes. This ability has been gaining importance and 

453 different works have been reported towards tissue engineering [52], sensors [53] and drug 

454 release systems [54].

455 After drying, (VKV-cyclo/RDG-N3)4 and (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 surfaces were 

456 maintained at RT. SEM images were used to evaluate the morphology of the coatings- 

457 see Figure 4. At RT, both coatings seem to be well distributed over the glass coverslips, 

458 even though with some small precipitated polymer. This result was already expected since 

459 we constructed and maintained the coatings at a temperature close to LCST. Other 

460 conditions were evaluated to study the response to temperature. For that, after 

461 constructing the films, at RT, onto glass coverslips the drying process was made at 

462 different temperatures: 4°C, RT and 37°C. Some morphological differences are noticed 

463 on SEM images; with the significant increase of the temperature above LCST (37°C) the 

464 morphology of (VKV-cyclo/RDG-N3)4 and (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 films seem less 

465 homogeneous with small aggregated polymer precipitates adhered all over the glass 

466 surfaces and even some salt precipitation. Working at 4°C, below LCST, the morphology 

467 of the coatings seems to be uniformly distributed on the surfaces, with less rough 

468 topography. These morphological changes are related with the thermosensitive behavior 

469 of these polymers, which are dependent of their LCST [7, 55], even after the film 

470 construction.
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471 WCA measurements assess the effect of temperature and pH on the wettability of 

472 the (VKV-cyclo/RDG-N3)4 and (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 coatings. To investigate the 

473 temperature effect, the WCA measurements were made under controlled temperature and 

474 humidity - see Figure 5A. At RT, (VKV-cyclo/RDG-N3)4 and (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 

475 coatings presented WCA values of 94±8.1° and 84±7.3°, respectively. These values are 

476 closed to the threshold of hydrophobicity (WCA>90°). Therefore, we assumed that at RT 

477 the coatings have a moderate hydrophobic nature. The WCA of the uncoated glass slides 

478 is 59±1.6°. The effectiveness of the coatings was also confirmed by the differences in the 

479 WCA, comparing the pre- and the post-coating values. By varying the temperature from 

480 37°C to 4°C in repeating cycles, we observed switchable values of WCA. Higher values 

481 of WCA were observed when the samples were incubated at 37°C (above the LCST); on 

482 the contrary, at temperature below LCST (4°C) the WCA values were consistently lower. 

483 For instance, in the last cycle, the WCA at 37°C was 110±11.5° for (VKV-cyclo/RDG-

484 N3) films and 110±12.5° for (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4. On the other hand, for the last cycle 

485 at 4°C the WCA value was about 59±14.1° for (VKV-cyclo/RDG-N3)4 films and 69±6.7° 

486 for (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4. The images acquired for the calculation of WCA during these 

487 temperature cycles are also depicted – see Figure 5B. These observations can be a result 

488 of temperature and individual properties of the modified ELRs. The three ELRs employed 

489 in the films construction showed similar physicochemical characteristics; the competition 

490 between intra and intermolecular hydrogen bonding above and below the LCST confers 

491 a thermosensitive nature to each individual ELR. When temperature was above LCST, 

492 the conformation of the ELRs chains started to collapse excluding water and adopting a 

493 type-II -turns stabilized by intramolecular electrostatics forces between different groups 

494 within the polymer chains. Two consequences could derive from this phenomenon: the 

495 interaction between hydrophilic carboxyl and amine groups and water molecules became 
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496 more difficult and rounded polymer nano-precipitates were observed all over the surface. 

497 The presence of the nano-precipitates impelled the increase of the roughness of the 

498 coatings. Based on Cassie and Baxter model [56], which describes the entrapment of air-

499 pockets between the grooves and the liquid droplet, we could extrapolate what happens 

500 to WCA with the presence of rougher surfaces. With the polymer collapse process, ELRs 

501 chains fold and the coatings became rougher; when a droplet is dispensed in a rough 

502 surface, the volume of water infiltrated in the nanostructure decrease and the volume of 

503 water on the surface increase; this phenomenon resulted in the increase of WCA values. 

504 While working at temperatures below LCST, the hydrophilic groups could easily interact 

505 with the water molecules, forming water clathrates surrounding the backbone of the ELR. 

506 Besides that, as already observed, at 4°C the surfaces became smoother, with the absence 

507 of collapse structures on their surface morphology. The combination of these two effects 

508 results on more hydrophilic films. Moreover, playing with temperature below and above 

509 LCST could also promote the reconfiguration of the hydrophobic domains: above LCST 

510 the hydrophobic chains could be exposed to the outside of the films, decreasing the 

511 surface affinity to water. The results exposed a strong dependency on temperature 

512 indicating the ability to produce smart coatings with switchable wettability using these 

513 recombinant materials [5]. Both (VKV-cyclo /RDG-N3)4 and (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 

514 coatings presented an apparent WCA switchability upon temperature fluctuations. ELRs 

515 are well-known as protein-based polymers which present a phase transition in solution 

516 above a critical temperature [57]. Responsive polyelectrolyte coatings including ELRs 

517 were reported before [7]. However, contrasting with these results, we obtained elastin-

518 based coatings that present a hydrophobic behavior above LCST and a hydrophilic 

519 behavior below LCST. Our thermo-responsive system can be interesting for tissue 

520 engineering field where, for example, modified surfaces with PNIPAAm have been 
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521 broadly reported [52, 58] to produce cell sheets based on similar hydrophilic-to-

522 hydrophobic reversible effect of temperature on wettability.  

523 To investigate the effect of the pH, ELRs-coated surfaces were immersed in 

524 sodium acetate solutions at different extreme acidic and alkaline pH values, fixing 

525 temperature the temperature at RT. WCA measurements – see Figure 5C - were 

526 performed after incubations of at least 1 hour and a small step for drying of 30 seconds. 

527 The representative images of the WCA for the different conditions is shown in Figure 5D. 

528 At pH 7, (VKV-cyclo/RDG-N3)4 presented a WCA value of 94±8.1° and (VKV-

529 cyclo/VKV-N3)4 coatings presented a WCA of 84±7.3°. Some deviations from the initial 

530 WCA were obtained; for (VKV-cyclo/RDG-N3)4 and (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 films, both 

531 acidic and alkaline pathways meant a more hydrophilic behavior. This could be 

532 understood by the isoelectric point; as already suggested by the ζ-potential measurements; 

533 close to pH 7, the electrostatic charges were almost neutralized. For (VKV-cyclo/RGD-

534 N3)4 coatings on acidic or alkaline environments no significant differences were found in 

535 the WCA presented at acidic or alkaline routes, but a slightly increase on hydrophilicity 

536 was detected at acidic pH. Indeed, at pH 2, (VKV-cyclo/RDG-N3)4 films exhibited a 

537 significantly more hydrophilic behavior. At extreme acidic pH, amine groups were 

538 protonated and positive electrostatic forces came to be dominant: the ELRs chains 

539 expanded and the films became more hydrophilic. Despite that, for (VKV-cyclo/VKV-

540 N3)4 coatings on acidic or alkaline environments, slightly higher WCA values were 

541 obtained at acidic pH values. This could be related to the balance between charged amine 

542 and acids being different from (VKV-cyclo/RDG-N3)4 films; probably, for (VKV-

543 cyclo/VKV-N3)4 there was a higher content of charged acid groups at lower pH. 

544 Overall, results can be explained by the balance between hydrophobic interactions 

545 and charged repulsion [59, 60], and the respective competition between protonation and 
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546 deprotonation at alkaline and acidic pH value. When environment conditions like pH 

547 change, the ELR-based films, which contain ionizable amine and acid groups, are capable 

548 of accepting or donating protons. Therefore, altering the pH can lead to changes on the 

549 degree of ionization and, subsequently, on the hydrodynamic volume of the ELRs chains 

550 [61, 62]. In literature, different wettable behaviors of ELRs-modified surfaces can be 

551 found [7, 26, 63]. This variability is linked with the ability to introduce different 

552 genetically modified sequences, charges and molecular weight, that can alter the folding 

553 behavior at the surfaces [64]. 

554 To a better understanding of the pH effect on the stability of the systems 

555 immediately after the films construction, we also performed QCM-D monitoring studies. 

556 After the construction of both (VKV-cyclo/RDG-N3)4 and (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 

557 systems, the resulting multilayers were flushed with a cyclic cascade of acidic and 

558 alkaline sodium acetate solutions, separately. QCM-D results show the build-up of four 

559 bilayers and their response to changes in pH in terms of Δf and ΔD - see Figure 6. For all 

560 cases, we took as reference the initial working pH 7. QCM-D data showing (VKV-

561 cyclo/RDG-N3)4 and (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 multilayers flushed with cyclic alkaline 

562 cascade of solutions is presented in Figure 6A and 6B, respectively. For both cases, a 

563 decrease of Δf3 upon flushing the film with a solution at pH 10 was observed; the decrease 

564 in Δf3 was reversible when the pH returned to 7. Naturally, ΔD3 increased and Δf3 

565 decreased when the coating was flushed with the alkaline solutions. When (VKV-

566 cyclo/RGD-N3)4 multilayers were flushed with pH 11 and pH 12, Δf3 decreased with 

567 partially reversibility when pH returned to 7. On the other hand, when (VKV-cyclo/VKV-

568 N3)4 multilayers were flushed with the solution with pH 11 and pH 12, the Δf3 abruptly 

569 decreased with no reversibility. The same happened to ΔD3, which showed a great 

570 increase. Therefore, at the pH 11 and 12, the changes in Δf3 and ΔD3 seemed to be 
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571 irreversible and could indicate that (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4  multilayers started to loose 

572 structural integrity [65]. 

573 Figure 6C shows the QCM-D data of the (VKV-cyclo/RDG-N3)4 multilayers when 

574 flushed with a cyclic acidic cascade of solutions. It can be observed an abrupt decrease 

575 of Δf3 when the film is flushed with solutions at pH 4; the decrease in Δf3 was irreversible 

576 when the pH returned to 7. At pH 3 and pH 2, there was no changes on Δf3. Figure 6D 

577 presents the QCM-D results for (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 multilayers when flushed with an 

578 acidic cascade of solutions. For solutions with pHs 4 and 3, the behavior of the film was 

579 similar to the one obtained for (VKV-cyclo/RDG-N3)4 multilayers at pH 4. 

580 Notwithstanding, when (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 films were flushed with the solution at 

581 pH 2, the decrease on the Δf3 was very abrupt and higher than the others. The same 

582 happens with ΔD3, which exhibited a sudden increase. At this extreme acidic pH, the 

583 changes in Δf3 and ΔD3 seemed to be irreversible and could indicate some loss of 

584 multilayer’s structural integrity. The stability and integrity of these smart coatings seemed 

585 to be maintained in a wide-range of pH values, being (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 films more 

586 susceptible at extreme pH (2 and 12).  

587 Overall, properties like morphology, topography, wettability and degradability of 

588 the produced ELR-based films can be modulated through different stimuli, including 

589 temperature and pH. 

590

591 3.5. In vitro cellular response

592 ELR-coated films were cultured with C2C12 cells, in order to evaluate their 

593 biomedical and tissue engineering potential. Adhesion, viability and proliferation are 

594 important parameters that depend on the interaction between material and cells [66-68]; 

595 MTS assay was used to determine the metabolic activity of C2C12 adhered on the 
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596 samples - see Figure 7A. After 2 days of culture some differences started to be noticed, 

597 with C2C12 cultured on (VKV-cyclo/RDG-N3)4 films presenting significantly higher 

598 values of absorbance and, thus, higher metabolic activity. This trend was maintained and 

599 even amplified after 5 days of culture. The total amount of dsDNA on the samples was 

600 also investigated- see Figure 7B. In the first day of culture significant differences were 

601 found between the (VKV-cyclo/RDG-N3)4 and (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 coatings, with 

602 significant higher C2C12 density above the surfaces coated with (VKV-cyclo/RDG-N3)4 

603 films. This result was also observed after 2 and 5 days of culture, being in accordance 

604 with the results obtained for metabolic activity. As expected, the presence of the RGD 

605 motif seemed to influence positively the cellular performance, including adhesion and 

606 proliferation, on the ELRs-coated film [26, 33, 69]. For instance, Picart, C. et al. [69] 

607 previously suggested the functionalization of polyelectrolyte multilayer films with RGD 

608 motifs in order to enhance primary human osteoblasts adhesion. We also investigated the 

609 morphology of C2C12, analyzing the F-actin expression of cells adhered to the (VKV-

610 cyclo/RGD-N3)4 and (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 coatings (see Figure 7C). Some differences 

611 were observed on C2C12 morphology and density as a function of culturing time. As 

612 observed in Figure 7C, cell density on (VKV-cyclo/RGD-N3)4 films increased with the 

613 time of culture; these results match the DNA quantification and MTS results. In the first 

614 day of culture, adhered myoblasts already acquired the star-like shape, which is 

615 characteristic of C2C12 cells [70]. This phenotype could be observed more clearly on 

616 cells adhered to (VKV-cyclo/RGD-N3)4 surfaces. At 2 days of culture, myoblasts 

617 continued to proliferate and, naturally, started to fuse one with each other, creating a kind 

618 of cellular network [71]. This phenomenon was observed for both (VKV-cyclo/RGD-

619 N3)4 and (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 surfaces, with cells being better distributed for (VKV-

620 cyclo/RGD-N3)4 coatings and more clustered in (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 surfaces. At 5 
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621 days of culture, the cells occupied the entire area, forming an organized cellular 

622 monolayer above the (VKV-cyclo/RGD-N3)4 surface. The cells adhered to (VKV-

623 cyclo/VKV-N3)4 films had a similar behavior but, as the rate of proliferation was visibly 

624 slower, after 5 days of culture cell-free areas could still be found on the (VKV-

625 cyclo/VKV-N3)4 coatings. TCPS were used as positive control and, in fact, cell 

626 morphology on (VKV-cyclo/RGD-N3)4 coatings was comparable to cell morphology on 

627 TCPS surfaces.

628 C2C12 differentiation was investigated by the expression of the skeletal muscle 

629 protein Troponin T. For that, we performed an immunocytochemistry assay after 

630 culturing cells above the ELRs-coated surfaces during 5 days in differentiation medium- 

631 see Figure 8A. Some differences were observed between Troponin-T positive cells 

632 adhered to (VKV-cyclo /RGD- N3)4 and (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 films. Visually, it is 

633 possible to observe more troponin T expression on the cells adhered to (VKV-

634 cyclo/RGD-N3)4 films, with more multinucleated myotubes than on (VKV-cyclo/VKV-

635 N3)4 films or even on TCPS. To conclude quantitatively about the myogenic 

636 differentiation on the ELR-based films, some parameters were calculated. Significant 

637 differences were observed between the fusion index of C2C12 adhered to the different 

638 films. The cells seeded on (VKV-cyclo/RGD-N3)4 films presented higher fusion index 

639 percentage than the cells seeded on (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 - see Figure 8B. Also, the 

640 number of myotubes per area was significantly higher for (VKV-cyclo/RGD-N3)4 films - 

641 see Figure 8C. These results together could be an evidence that myogenic differentiation 

642 of C2C12 cells was stimulated by the presence of RGD motifs on material’s surface. This 

643 fact is supported by some examples found in the literature [72, 73], which related the 

644 presence of the RGD sequence to the promotion cellular attachment and differentiation. 

645 Different morphometric parameters were also calculated from immunofluorescence 
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646 images to assess the effect of RGD on myotube formation. The average area (Figure 8D), 

647 perimeter (Figure 8E) and length (Figure 8F) of myotubes were similar and very 

648 dispersed, either adhering on (VKV-cyclo/RGD-N3)4 or (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4. No 

649 significant differences were found between the myotubes elongation factor of C2C12 

650 adhered to (VKV-cyclo/RGD-N3)4 or (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 – see Figure 8G. Myogenic 

651 differentiation seemed to be favored by the presence of RGD motif, but the morphology 

652 of the formed myotubes was quite similar on (VKV-cyclo/RGD-N3)4 and (VKV-

653 cyclo/VKV-N3)4 coatings. 

654

655 4. Conclusions

656 We reported the development of stimuli-responsive polymer multilayer coatings, 

657 based on a click-chemistry system. We propose a simple click LbL methodology to 

658 fabricate these coatings, which consists in alternating cyclooctyne- and azide- modified 

659 ELRs, combined in a sequential multilayer mode. The build-up of the ELRs-based films 

660 was confirmed by QCM-D monitoring, following a non-linear growth. Herein, we show 

661 that both temperature and pH can act like stimuli to prompt independent responses by the 

662 developed ELRs-based films. Above LCST, ELRs formed folded and round structures. 

663 This phenomenon resulted in the increase of roughness of the coatings, and consequently 

664 in a more hydrophobic behavior, as compared to the ones found in the coating maintained 

665 at temperatures below LCST. Also, pH variations were responsible for changes in the 

666 coatings’ WCA values; generally, the balance between charged amine and acid groups 

667 could determine the wetting behavior of the surfaces. The high stability of the films, 

668 conferred by the covalent bonding, was confirmed by QCM-D monitoring; in fact, the 

669 films withstood harsh conditions of pH, and only (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 coatings 

670 showed integrity loss while exposed to the most extreme pH value. The ability to 
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671 introduce specific bioactive sequences like RGD motif on the ELRs structure was relevant 

672 for this investigation and central for tissue engineering and biomedical applications. Cell 

673 proliferation was increased on (VKV-cyclo/RGD-N3)4 films, and myogenic 

674 differentiation was also favored by the presence of the RGD bioactive sequence. 

675 Overall, we were able to produce temperature and pH- responsive multilayer films 

676 composed exclusively by modified elastin-like polypeptides that can be easily used to as 

677 coatings. Besides glass, we hypothesize that these films may find application on coating 

678 implants with more complex shapes and compositions, nano/microstructures, gels and 

679 membranes. These systems show a great potential to develop structures for tissue 

680 engineering purposes or as platforms to culture cells in controlled conditions.

681
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894 Figures 

895

896 Figure 1. Effect of temperature on A) zeta sizer and B) zeta potential of VKV-cyclo, 

897 RGD-N3 and VKV-N3 solutions (0.05%(w/v)).

898

899

900 Figure 2. Build-up assessment of ELR-based films. QCM-D monitoring of normalized 

901 frequency (Δfn) and dissipation (ΔDn) obtained at the third overtone, to assess the build-
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902 up of A) (VKV-cyclo /RGD-N3)4 and B) (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 films. C) Chemical 

903 scheme representing the click chemistry reaction, that results from the Huisgen 1,3-

904 dipolar cycloaddition of azides and alkynes. Cumulative thickness evolution and 

905 thickness increase for 4 bilayers, estimated using the Voigt model for D) (VKV-

906 cyclo/RGD-N3)4 film and E) (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 films. The cumulative thicknesses 

907 follow non-linear growth model.
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908  

909 Figure 3. A) Fluorescence images of (VKV-N3/RGD-cyclo)4 and (VKV-N3/VKV-cyclo)4 

910 coatings (azide-modified ELRS were labelled with Acetylene Fluor 488, before LbL 

911 construction). The coatings were produced and dried at RT. The scale bar is representative 
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912 for both images. B) AFM images of (VKV-N3/RGD-cyclo)1 and (VKV-N3/VKV-cyclo)1 

913 and (VKV-N3/RGD-cyclo)4 and (VKV-N3/VKV-cyclo)4 coatings. 

914

915
916 Figure 4. SEM images of (VKV-N3/RGD-cyclo)4 and (VKV-N3/VKV-cyclo)4, subjected 

917 to incubation at different temperatures. The coatings were produced at RT and then stored 

918 at 4°C, RT and 37°C, overnight. The scale bar is representative for all images. 
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919
920 Figure 5. A) Temperature dependences of WCA for the different ELR-based films and 

921 B) the respective representative pictures for temperature of 25°C, 37°C and 4°C. C) pH 

922 dependences of WCA for the different ELR-based films and D) the respective 

923 representative photographs for pH=7, 12 and 2. Each WCA shown on A) and C) were 

924 statistical significant from the previous one, for p < 0.05 (*), p < 0.01 (**) and p < 0.001.
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925
926 Figure 6. Build-up assessment of the effect of a cascade of pHs on ELR-based films. 

927 QCM-D monitoring of normalized frequency (Δfn) and dissipation (ΔDn) obtained at the 

928 third overtone of A) (VKV-cyclo /RGD-N3)4 film flushed with alkaline pHs, B) (VKV-

929 cyclo/VKV-N3)4 film flushed with alkaline pHs, C) (VKV-cyclo /RGD-N3)4 film flushed 

930 with acidic pHs and D) (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 film flushed with acidic pHs.
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931
932 Figure 7. A) Metabolic activity results based on MTS test performed after 1, 2 and 5 days 

933 of culture with C2C12 cells. B) DNA content obtained from by DNA quantification of 

934 C2C12 seeded on ELR-based films and cultured for 5 days. Error bars represent means ± 

935 SD (n = 3). Differences on metabolic activity and DNA quantification between (VKV-

936 cyclo/RGD-N3)4 and (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 were significant for p < 0.05 (*) and p < 

937 0.001 (***). Statistical significant differences on metabolic activity and DNA 

938 quantification between (VKV-cyclo/RGD-N3)4 and TCPS, cover glass and latex were 

939 found for p < 0.05 (#) and p < 0.001 (###). Statistical significant differences on metabolic 

940 activity and DNA quantification between (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 and TCPS, cover glass 
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941 and latex were found for p < 0.05 (§), p < 0.01 (§§) and p < 0.001 (§§§).  C) Phalloidin 

942 labelled F-actin (red) and DAPI labelled nucleus (blue) merged fluorescent images for 

943 C2C12 cells seeded on (VKV-cyclo/RGD-N3)4 and (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 coatings and 

944 TCPS. The scale bar is representative for all images. 
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945   



42

946 Figure 8. A) Myogenic differentiation at day 7 of culture of the cells seeded above the 

947 (VKV-cyclo/RGD-N3)4, (VKV-cyclo/VKV-N3)4 and TCPS. The images are the results of 

948 a fluorescence staining showing troponin T- positive cells (green) and cell nuclei (blue). 

949 Myogenic differentiation as determined by the B) fusion index (%) and the C) number of 

950 myotubes per area (A=). Other parameters relatively to the formed myotubes were 

951 considered: D) area, E) perimeter, F) length and G) elongation factor. Statistically 

952 significant differences are indicated with p < 0.05 (*) and p< 0.001 (***).

953



















Highlights

 Biomimetic stimuli-responsive coatings were produced via layer-by-layer technique;
 These coatings were composed uniquely by complementary elastin-like recombinamers;
 By using such polymers, the multilayer films were stabilized by covalent bonds;
 Having bioactive domains within these coatings allowed to direct cellular behavior.


